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Computation with advice is suggested as generalization of both computation with discrete advice and
Type-2 Nondeterminism. Several embodiments of the genericconcept are discussed, and the close
connection to Weihrauch reducibility is pointed out. As a novel concept, computability with random
advice is studied; which corresponds to correct solutions being guessable with positive probability.
In the framework of computation with advice, it is possible to define computational complexity
for certain concepts of hypercomputation. Finally, some examples are given which illuminate the
interplay of uniform and non-uniform techniques in order toinvestigate both computability with
advice and the Weihrauch lattice.

1 Introduction

An approach to classify the incomputability of some problemis what kind of help we need to overcome it
and compute the problem. The general idea is that for some (generally incomputable) functionf , we find
a computable functiong, such thatf (x) = g(x,w) holds for suitablew. One can conceive many potential
requirements for thesuitability of w. Concepts discussed so far in the literature are computability with
discrete advice, where basically the set of potential advice valuesw is restricted ([23]), non-determinism,
which amounts to wrong advice being effectively recognizable ([21], [3]), and the uniqueness of suitable
advice. Others will be newly introduced in the following.

For computability with discrete advice, preservation under Weihrauch reducibility was shown di-
rectly ([15]), for the other concepts it was concluded from various arguments, however, as we will see,
there is a uniform proof in the generic case. This is particularly useful, as we can extend a small number
of negative results via Weihrauch reducibility to a huge number of examples.

On the other hand, establishing computability with a certain type of advice for a given problem
directly implies various results of non-reducibility in the Weihrauch lattice. Thus, the interplay of com-
putability with advice and Weihrauch reducibility allows to replace negative proofs – which tend to be
hard – by positive ones –which are straight-forward in many cases– in all but a few cases.

Finally, understanding concepts such as non-determinism as special cases of computability with ad-
vice opens up a way of introducing computational complexityfor them by considering the least com-
putational complexity of someg witnessing the computability with advice off as the complexity off
regarding this type of advice. We will demonstrate how this allows us to pose and answer theP= NP?
problem for Type-2 Machines.

∗Corresponding Author



42 Computation with Advice

2 Definitions

There are at least two distinct approaches we could use to define computation with advice. Considering
an arbitrary (multi-valued) functionf :⊆ X ⇒ Y between represented spaces, and an additional repre-
sented spaceZ serving as advice space, we can use computable functionsg :⊆ X×Z ⇒ Y as potential
witnesses of computability with advice off . Alternatively, we can introduce computability with advice
as a generalization of realizers. We will pick the latter approach here, the reasons for and consequences
of that shall be discussed in Section 5.

For a (multi-valued) functionf :⊆ (X,δX)⇒ (Y,δY) between represented spaces, we callF :⊆NN →
NN a realizer of f (denoted byF ⊢ f ), if δY ◦ F(x) ∈ f ◦ δX(x) holds for all x ∈ dom( f δX). In the
following, we will usually not list the representations, but simply assume thatX is represented byδX,
and so on. Given a setX, P(X) shall denote its power set.

Definition 1. Let Z be a represented space, andA ⊆ P(Z) a set of subsets ofZ with /0 /∈ A . We call a
function f :⊆ X ⇒Y computable with(Z,A )-advice, if there is a computable functionF :⊆NN×NN →
NN and a family(Ax)x∈dom( f δX) in A such thatδY(F(x,y)) ∈ f (δX(x)) holds forδZ(y) ∈ Ax.

We will introduce some shortcuts for useful choices ofA in the following. The list below is not
meant to be exhaustive, many other systemsA are conceivable to give rise to interesting concepts.
Some of the setsA we consider will produce trivial notions of computability with (Z,A )-advice, but
produce interesting concepts once combined with effectiveadvice, which shall be introduce later.

Definition 2. A function f :⊆ X ⇒ Y is called computable withZ-advice, if f is computable with
(Z,P(Z)\{ /0})-advice.

The Definition 2 is very similar to [23, Definition 48]. However, due to the use of realizers instead
of a direct approach, our notion of computability withZ-advice corresponds to what might be called
computability withweak Z-advice in the terms of [23]. For represented spaces admitting an injective
representation, both notions are identical. In addition, for many natural examples of functionsf , f tends
to be computable withZ-advice in either both senses or in neither. A counterexamples is given as [23,
Example 23] (reproduced here in Section 5).

Not all spaces give rise to an interesting notion of computability with Z-advice. For example, every
function is computable with{0,1}N-advice, withR-advice and withNN-advice, as all these spaces admit
a computable partial surjection onto Baire space. As demonstrated in [23], each finite discrete space, the
discrete spaceN as well as the Sierpiński-space all induce distinct concepts of computability with advice.

Strengthening [23, Proposition 8e], stating that computability with {1, . . . ,k}-advice implies non-
uniformly computability, we present the following proposition, where≤T shall denote Turing reducibil-
ity.

Proposition 3. A function f :⊆X ⇒Y is computable withN-advice, if and only if for eachx∈ dom( f δX)
there is any∈ δ−1

Y ( f (δX(x))) with y≤T x.

Proof. Assumef is computable withN-advice, letδN be an injective standard representation ofN, and let
F be the witness according to Definition 1. Then pick somen∈ Ax, and considery := F(x,δ−1

N (n)), this
fulfills y≤T x. On the other hand, for eachx let nx be the index of a Turing functional witnessingy≤T x
for a suitabley. Then the sets({nx})n∈N together with a universal machine asF witness computability
of f with N-advice.

On a represented space(X,δ ) a topology is defined canonically as the final topology induced by the
standard topology on Baire space alongδ . The set of open sets can be represented by settingδO(p) =U ,
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if p encodes a list of all finite wordsw with wNN∩dom(δ ) 6= /0 andδ (wNN∩dom(δ )) ⊆U . From that,
a representation for closed sets is derived byδC (p) = X \δO(p).

Definition 4. A function f :⊆ X ⇒Y is called computable with closed (open, clopen)Z-advice, if f is
computable with(Z,C (Z))-advice (with(Z,O(Z))-advice, with(Z,C (Z)∩O(Z))-advice), whereC (Z)
(O(Z)) denotes the set of non-empty closed (open) subsets ofZ.

If Z is aT1-space, closedZ-advice is equivalent toZ-advice: It follows from the Axiom of Choice
that for every family of non-empty subsetsAx of Z there is a family of pointszx ∈ Ax and if Z is a
T1-space, then the singletons{zx} are closed. For the Sierpiński spaceS, however, computability with
closedS-advice already implies computability, as there is a uniqueminimal closed non-empty subset in
each of these spaces, which contains a computable element.

OpenZ-advice is equivalent toZ-advice for discrete spaces. The existence of a unique minimal
open set such as in the Sierpiński space leads to an equivalence of computability with openZ-advice and
computability. Many other natural spaces are covered by thefollowing result:

Proposition 5. Let Z be an infinite computable metric spaces. Then openZ-advice is equivalent to
N-advice.

Proof. If Z is a computable metric space, there is a countable dense subset which can be considered as
the range of some computable partial functionν :⊆ N → Z. As every non-empty open subsetU of Z
contains someν(nU), the numbernU can be used at advice rather than some element ofU .

For the other direction, observe that an infinite computablemetric space admits a countable family
(Un)n∈N of disjoint non-empty open sets. In the subspace given by theunion of these sets, each individual
open set is also closed. This turns the functionχ :⊆ Z → N with χ(x) = n for eachx∈Un computable.
Thus, the numbern as advice can be replaced by the setUn.

This remains true for clopen{0,1}N-advice and clopenNN-advice. Due to lack of non-trivial clopen
subsets, computability with clopenR-advice already implies computability.

Definition 6. A function f :⊆X ⇒Y is called computable with uniqueZ-advice, if f is computable with
(Z,U (Z))-advice, whereU (Z) := {{z} | z∈ Z} denotes the set of singletons inZ.

As every non-empty set contains a singleton, uniqueZ-advice is equivalent toZ-advice.
For the next definition, our spaceZ has to be equipped with a measure. Hence, effective topological

measure spaces (e.g. [11]) are a natural setting. The standard examples are presented and studied in
Section 6.

Definition 7. A function f :⊆ X ⇒ Y is called computable with randomZ-advice, if f is computable
with (Z,R(Z))-advice, whereR(Z) denotes the set of subsets with positive measure.

This approach is somewhat complementary to uniqueZ-advice: Instead of smallness as decisive
criterion, now the sets have to be large. The intuition behind our definition is that by randomly guessing
a namew of someδZ(w) ∈ Z, and then computingF(x,w), we have a positive probability of arriving at
the intended valuef (δX(x)). From this point of view, requiring a certain minimal measure ε > 0 rather
than just positive measure seems to be a good choice, however, this notion is (presumably) less stable.

If the setA can be represented in any natural way, we can introduce effective advice. Typical exam-
ples here are closed or open subsets of a represented space, with the representations introduced before
Definition 4, or subclasses thereof represented by restrictions of these representations. The following
definition generalizes [3, Definition 7.1], which encompasses the special case ofZ being a subspace of
NN, andA beingC (Z).
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Definition 8. Let Z be a represented space, andA ⊆ P(Z) a represented set of subsets ofZ with
/0 /∈A . We call a functionf :⊆ X ⇒Y computable with effective(Z,A )-advice, if there are computable
functionsF :⊆ NN×NN → NN andA :⊆ NN → A such thatδY(F(x,y)) ∈ f (δX(x)) holds forδZ(y) ∈
A(x).

If f is computable with effective(Z,A )-advice, we can use the computable functionA to compute
A(x), given somex ∈ dom( f δX). If we now could pick a namey of some elementδZ(y) ∈ A(x), an
application of the computable functionF would yield a name off (δX(x)). Thus, the only problem here
is to choose an element from a set fromA .

Choosing from an open set is always computable: Each finite sequencew listed in aδO-name ofU
is a prefix of someδ -name of an elementx∈U , and provided thatU is non-empty, for any valid prefix,
a strictly longer one is also listed. Thus computability with effective openZ-advice directly implies
computability, hence, this notion is of no further interest.

For closed sets, however, the situation is different, giventhat our representation provides only neg-
ative information. As demonstrated in [3], this concepts leads to very interesting behaviour. In the
remainder of the paper, effective advice is considered onlyfor systems of setsA ⊆ C (Z).

Therefore, studying effective uniqueZ-advice and effective randomZ-advice amounts to effective
(Z,U (Z)∩C (Z))-advice and effective(Z,R(Z)∩C (Z))-advice. The former makes sense particularly
for T1-spaces, where each singleton is closed; and the latter for spaces equipped with a Borel measure,
where each closed set is at least measurable.

3 Connections to Weihrauch Reducibility

From Definition 1, the connection to Weihrauch reducibilityis rather straight-forward. For the back-
ground on Weihrauch reducibility, we refer to [5], and only present the definition. By〈 〉, we denote the
usual pairing operation on Baire space, and by id the identity function on Baire space.

Definition 9. For two (multi-valued) functionsf , g between represented spaces,f ≤W g holds, if there
are computable functionsF, K, such that for eachG⊢ g we also haveF ◦ 〈id,GK〉 ⊢ f .

Theorem 10. Let f :⊆ X1 ⇒ Y1 and g :⊆ X2 ⇒ Y2 be (multi-valued) functions between represented
spaces. Ifg is computable with(Z,A )-advice andf ≤W g holds, thenf is also computable with(Z,A )-
advice.

Proof. Due to the assumption, there is aG :⊆ NN×NN → NN and a family(Ax)x∈dom(gδX2)
in A , such

thatδY2(G(x,y)) ∈ g(δX2(x)) holds forδZ(y)∈Ax. Now let f ≤W g be witnessed by computable functions
F, K; and consider the computable functionH :⊆NN×NN →NN defined byH(x,y) = F〈x,G(K(x),y)〉.

If δZ(y) ∈ AK(x) holds, we haveδY2(G(K(x),y)) ∈ g(δX2(K(x))). By the Axiom of Choice,g has a
realizerG′ and, in particular, one withG′K(x) = G(K(x),y). But then, due to the properties ofF, also
δY1(H(x,y)) ∈ f (δX1(x)) follows.

Theorem 10 remains true for effective(Z,A )-advice. The computable functionA′ for f is just
obtained from the computable functionA for g via A′ = A◦K.

Theorem 11. A function f :⊆ X ⇒ Y is computable withZ-advice, if and only if there is a function
g :⊆ NN

⇒ Z with f ≤W g. The functiong can also be chosen as a single-valued one.

Proof. First of all, each functiong :⊆W ⇒ Z is computable withZ-advice: We consider the computable
projectionπ2 :NN×NN →NN defined byπ2(x,y) = y, together with the setsAx = {z∈Z | z∈ g(δW(x))}.
Now application of Theorem 10 gives one of the implications.
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For the other direction, assume thatf :⊆ X ⇒ Y is computable withZ-advice, witnessed by the
computable functionF together with the sets(Ax)x∈dom( f δX). As each setAx is non-empty, we can invoke
the Axiom of Choice to obtain a choice functiong :⊆NN → Z with g(x) ∈ Ax for all x∈ dom( f δX). Now
we haveF〈id,G〉 ⊢ f for everyG⊢ g; thus, we havef ≤W g.

Effective advice was studied in detail in [3]. Besides a characterization of effective advice as non-
determinism as in [21], effectiveZ-advice also admits a deep connection to Weihrauch reducibility. To
express it, we introduce the closed choice on some represented spaceX as the multi-valued function
CX :⊆ C (X) ⇒ X which satisfies dom(CX) = {A ∈ C (X) | A 6= /0} andCX(A) = A. For any system
A ⊆ C (X), letCA

X be the restriction ofCX to A .

Theorem 12. For A ⊆ C (Z), a function f is computable with effective(Z,A )-advice, if and only if
f ≤W CA

Z holds.

Proof. The problemCA
Z clearly is computable with effective(Z,A )-advice. The computable witnessF

is the projection to the second component, the computable witnessA is the relevant restriction ofδC , if
δ is the representation ofZ. Theorem 10 thus provides one direction of the equivalence.

For the other direction, assume that the computability witheffective(Z,A )-advice of f is witnessed
by computableF andA, as before. LetB be a computable realizer ofA. If C is a realizer ofCA

Z , then
F〈id,CB〉 ⊢ f follows rather directly from the definitions. Thus,f ≤W CA

Z is established.

ForCU (X)∩C (X)
X the short formUCX was introduced in [3, Section 6]. In a similar fashion, we shall

usePCX as abbreviation ofCR(X)∩C (X)
X .

We conclude this section by recalling some results from [3] regarding the positions in the Weihrauch
lattice of closed choice and unique closed choice for various spaces. For finite discrete spaces, we
haveC{1,...,n} ≡W MLPOn, with MLPOn originally introduced in [17]. In particular, computability with
effective{1, . . . ,n}-advice of f implies Lev( f ) ≤ n, while the converse is false. Here, Lev( f ) is the
Level of a function introduced in [10]. Computability with unique effectiveZ-advice for a finite spaceZ
already implies computability.

The functions computable with effective{0,1}N-advice are exactly the weakly computable functions,
computability with unique effective{0,1}N-advice implies computability. EffectiveN-advice is incom-
parable with effective{0,1}N-advice, and equivalent to unique effectiveN-advice. The functions com-
putable with effectiveN-advice are exactly the functions computable with finitely many mind-changes
([22], [6]).

Effective (N×{0,1}N)-advice is equivalent to effectiveR-advice, and obviously is stronger than
both effectiveN-advice and effective{0,1}N-advice. Unique effectiveR-advice is equivalent to effective
N-advice.

Finally, all effectively Borel measurable functions are computable with effectiveNN-advice, and
every single-valued function with Polish domain which is computable with effectiveNN-advice is Borel
measurable.

4 Changing the Advice Space

How is (Z1,A1)-advice linked to(Z2,A2)-advice for different represented spacesZ1 andZ2 and/or dif-
ferent systems of subsetsA1 andA2? A partial answer is given in the following proposition:
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Proposition 13. If there is a computable surjectionι :⊆ Z1 → Z2, such that for allA ∈ A2 there is an
A′ ∈A1 with A′ ⊆ ι−1(A), then computability with(Z2,A2)-advice implies computability with(Z1,A1)-
advice

Proof. Let J :⊆ NN → NN be a computable realizer ofι and letF2 :⊆ NN×NN → NN be a computable
witness for the fact thatf is computable with(Z2,A2)-advice. Let(Ax)x∈dom( f δX) be a corresponding
family of sets inA2. By assumption and the Axiom of Choice there exists a family(A′

x)x∈dom( f δX) of
sets inA1 such thatA′

x ⊆ ι−1(Ax). This family together with the computable functionF1 defined by
F1(x,y) := F2(x,J(y)) witness the fact thatf is computable with(Z1,A1)-advice.

If A1 andA2 are of the same type, usually a total computable surjection is sufficient. Note that this
proposition also provides interesting results in the caseZ1 = Z2, in particular, it contains a number of
implications between different types of advice given earlier as special cases.

In order to extend the result to any kind of effective advice,there must be a computable function
τ : A2 →A1 with τ(A)⊆ ι−1(A) for all A∈A2. In the case that bothA1 andA2 are the system of closed
sets, this was shown as [3, Proposition 3.7].

In order to cover the composition of functions, a composition of advice will be introduced:

Definition 14. ForA ⊆ P(Z)\{ /0} andB ⊆ P(Y)\{ /0}, defineA ◦B ⊆ P(Z×Y)\{ /0} via:

A ◦B :=

{
⋃

x∈B

Ax×{x} | B∈ B ∀x∈ B Ax ∈ A

}

Lemma 15. Let f :⊆ X ⇒Y be computable with(Z1,A )-advice, and letg :⊆ W ⇒ X be computable
with (Z2,B)-advice. LetZ2 be equipped with an injective representation. Thenf ◦g is computable with
(Z1×Z2,A ◦B)-advice.

Proof. Let F be the computable witness forf , together with the sets(Ax)x∈dom( f δX); and letG be the com-
putable witness forg, together with the sets(Bw)w∈dom(gδW). ThenδY(F(G(w,y),z)) ∈ ( f ◦g)(δW(w))
holds forδZ2(y) ∈ Bw andδZ1(z) ∈ AG(w,y). If δZ2 is injective, the set

⋃

v∈Bw

AG(w,δ−1
Z2

(v))×{v} ∈ A ◦B

is the set of suitable advice.

A particularly nice formulation of the preceding lemma is obtained in the caseB = U (Z2), due to
A ◦U (Z2) = A ×U (Z2). This in turn is a generalization of [23, Lemma 12b]. In the case of effective
advice, the setsAx depend computably on the setB in Definition 14, hence much more can be said. We
refer to the Independent Choice Theorem ([3, Theorem 7.3]),which shows that effective closed choice
is closed under composition.

Products and coproducts of functions are compatible with products and coproducts of the advice
spaces; and this even for generic advice typesA , yielding the following lemma:

Lemma 16. Let f :⊆ X1 ⇒Y1 be computable with(Z1,A1)-advice, and letg :⊆ X2 ⇒Y2 be computable
with (Z2,A2)-advice.

1. Then f ×g is computable with(Z1×Z2,A1×A2)-advice.

2. Then f ⊔g is computable with(Z1⊔Z2,A1⊔A2)-advice.
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For the special cases we have considered so far, that is closed, open sets, singletons and sets with
positive measure, products or disjoint unions of such sets are of the same type in either the product or
the coproduct (except singletons) of the spaces. For spacesthat are computably homeomorphic to their
product or coproduct, the statement of Lemma 16 takes an evennicer form. For example, iff andg are
computable with random{0,1}N-advice, then so isf ×g.

5 On Definitions via Realizers

While many results do not depend on the question whether the involved notions are defined via realizers
or directly, others do. In particular, a consistent choice is necessary:

Example 1([23, Example 23]). LetS 1 be the circle obtained from the unit interval[0,1] by identifying0
and1 with ι as quotient map. The standard representation ofS 1 is ι ◦ρ with the standard representation
ρ of the unit interval. Define a function f: S 1 → [−1,+1] by f(ι(x)) = x− 1 for x ∈ [0,1] \Q and
f (ι(x)) = x for x∈ [0,1[∩Q.{

ρ−1([0,1[∩Q),ρ−1({1}∪ ([0,1]\Q))
}

is a 2-partition ofdom(ιρ), such that f has a realizer F
that is computable restricted to each set. Hence, f is computable with{1,2}-advice.

However, there is no partition{A,B} of S 1 rendering both f|A and f|B computable.

Every function is trivially Weihrauch reducible to each of its realizers, this shows that Theorem 10
would not hold anymore, if we had chosen to work on the spaces of interest directly, rather than using
representations as in Definition 1.

Of course, rather than using Weihrauch reducibility as defined in Definition 9, both the reduction and
the advice could have been defined directly. An analogue to Theorem 10 would have been obtainable
in that framework. Direct reducibilities have been considered e.g. in [15], and they have a quite similar
overall structure to the realizer-version suggested in [5], [4]. In fact, the realizer-version can be consid-
ered as a substructure of the direct reducibilities, by restricting these to multi-valued functions on Baire
space. This circumstance also allows to apply many of the results in [15] to Weihrauch reducibility as
understood here.

In general, whenever the interest lies in computational aspects, the realizer-versions of definitions are
preferable. As all actual computations have to be executed on names rather than on objects, we should
exploit this circumstance, and e.g. treat different names of the same object differently, if this allows us to
compute things otherwise unobtainable. If the purely topological notions are the main focus, the direct
definitions might be more appropriate.

Regarding the work presented here, there is another reason in favour of the realizer-definition of
computation with advice. All negative results for the realizer-version also apply to the direct definition.
By this circumstance, Weihrauch reducibility is suitable to prove lower bounds for the cardinality of
discontinuity in [23].

A (small) drawback for the realizer-definition can be found in the formulation of Lemma 15 about
the composition of advice: The advice space for the inner function in a composition has to be equipped
with an injective representation, i.e. be strongly zero-dimensional and metrizable ([8, Example 7.3.14])
in order to obtain sensible results about the advice needed to compute the composition. From the spaces
mentioned explicitly in the present paper, this criterion rules out Sierpiński space andR. For the latter,
however, a work-around exists: Using results such as Theorem 18 or [3, Corollary 4.9], various kinds
of R-advice are equivalent toZ-advice for certain subspacesZ ⊆ NN, which in turn allows us to apply
Lemma 15.
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We conclude this section by giving three very simple functions that form distinct equivalence classes
for direct reducibility, but collapse into one regarding Weihrauch reducibility. These aref1 : Q→ {0,1}
with f1(0) = 1 and f1(x) = 0 otherwise; f2 : R → R with f2(0) = 1 and f2(x) = 0 otherwise; f3 :
{(0,0} ∪ {(x,sin(x−1)) ∈ R2 | 0 < x ≤ 1} → {0,1} with f3(0,0) = 1 and f3(x,y) = 0 otherwise. The
separation regarding direct reducibility stems from the fact that the domains are totally disconnected,
path-connected and connected, but not path-connected, details can be found in [14]. This separation,
though, is lacking any algorithmic content: All three functions are semi-decidable, i.e. become com-
putable, if the discrete space{0,1} is replaced by the Sierpiński space with{0} as the non-trivial open
set.

6 Random Advice

Among the possible types of advice listed in Section 2, random advice stands out as giving rise to a
non-trivial concept that has not been studied in the literature so far. In this section, we will investigate its
properties further, and draw some connections toWeak Weak K̈onigs Lemmafrom reverse mathematics.

As a starting point, our usual advice spaces shall be equipped with measures. For Cantor space
{0,1}N, we use the fair coin (uniform) measure, onR the usual Lebesgue measure is suitable. Finite
spaces shall be equipped with a uniform measure. OnN andNN the situation is more complicated.
However, the only relevant property of the measure is the setof null-sets. The measures induced by
p(n) = 2−n−1 onN andNN give rise to a rather natural notion of null-sets.

Choosing Cantor space as a foundation, Baire space,N and the discrete finite spaces have standard
representationsδ , such that the respective measure of a subset of the target space is identical to the fair
coin measure of the set ofδ -names. This not only justifies the choice of measure on thesespaces, this
gives us:

Proposition 17. If f is computable with randomZ-advice, whereZ is N, NN or a finite discrete space,
then f is computable with random{0,1}N-advice.

As all non-empty subsets ofN or finite sets have positive measure, in these cases computability with
advice is equivalent to computability with random advice, increasing the applicability of the proposition
above.

Establishing the relationship between random{0,1}N-advice and randomR-advice seems more com-
plicated. In [1] it was demonstrated that the measure induced on R by the uniform measure via the
signed-digit representation is incomparable to the Lebesgue measure, that is there are null-sets for one
measure with positive measure for the other in both directions. The natural representations in order to
induce the Lebesgue measure are the conventional digit representations [11], which are not equivalent to
the standard representation. Using the unit-intervalI rather than all ofR, we nevertheless arrive at the
following conclusion:

Theorem 18. A function f :⊆ X ⇒ Y is computable with random{0,1}N-advice, iff it is computable
with randomI-advice.

Proof. Assume thatf is computable with randomI-advice, witnessed byF and the setsAx ⊆ I for
x∈ dom( f δX). Let ρ2 : {0,1}N → I denote the binary representation, considered as a functionbetween
represented spaces. It is computable, asρ2-names can be translated intoρ-names, and it preserves the
measure. In particular, the setsρ−1

2 (Ax) all have positive measure. Now letRbe a computable realizer of
ρ2. ThenF ′ := F ◦ (id,R) and the setsρ−1

2 (Ax) witness computability off with random{0,1}N-advice.
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Now assume thatf is computable with random{0,1}N-advice, witnessed byF and the setsAx ⊆ I for
x∈ dom( f δX). LetQ⊆ I be a Smith-Volterra-Cantor (or fat Cantor) set, that is a subset ofI with positive
measure homeomorphic to{0,1}N. The usual construction directly yields a computable homeomorphism
ϕ :⊆ I→{0,1}N with dom(ϕ) = Q andλ (ϕ−1(A)) = λ (Q)µ(A), whereλ is the Lebesgue measure on
I, andµ the uniform measure on{0,1}N. Let P be a computable realizer ofϕ . ThenF ′ := F ◦ (id,P)
and the setsϕ−1(Ax) witness computability off with random{0,1}N-advice.

Corollary 19. PC{0,1}N ≡W PCI.

Proof. In addition to the proof of Theorem 18, note that the functions ρ−1
2 : C (I) → C ({0,1}N) and

ϕ−1 : C ({0,1}N)→ C (I) are computable.

In the next step, random advice shall be separated from the other advice concepts.

Theorem 20. C{0,1}N is not computable with random{0,1}N-advice.

Proof. Define Sep :⊆ {0,1}N ×{0,1}N → {0,1}N via (x,y) ∈ dom(Sep), if x(i) = 0∨ y(i) = 0 holds
for all i ∈ N, andz∈ Sep(x,y), if x(i) = 1 impliesz(i) = 1 andy(i) = 1 impliesz(i) = 0 for all i ∈ N.
Intuitively, Sep takes enumerations of two disjoint setsA,B⊆ N and produces a separating set. Due to
[9] we knowC{0,1}N ≡W Sep, so it is sufficient to show that Sep is not computable withrandom advice.

Now assume that a computable functiong witnesses the computability with random advice of Sep.
We pick x,y ∈ {0,1}N such that{i ∈ N | x(i) = 1} and{i ∈ N | y(i) = 1} are recursively enumerable
sets that are not recursively separable. Asx andy are computable, and so is the functiong, for each
w ∈ {0,1}N we haveg(〈x,y〉,w) ≤T w, where≤T denotes Turing reducibility. In particular, the set of
suitable advice for inputx,y is a subset of:

A〈x,y〉 := {w∈ {0,1}N | ∃z∈ Sep(x,y) z≤T w}

However, [12, Theorem 5.3] statesλ (A〈x,y〉) = 0, refuting the assumption that Sep might be com-
putable with random advice.

As computability withN-advice is trivially equivalent to computability with random N-advice, it
implies in turn computability with random{0,1}N-advice. In order to separate the two notions, we
will consider the combination with effective advice in the next step. Here, we can distinguish between
effective random{0,1}N-advice, effective randomR-advice and effective randomNN-advice.

As a special case of Theorem 12, exactly those functions are computable with effective random
{0,1}N-advice that are Weihrauch reducible toPC{0,1}N , the restriction of closed choice in Cantor space
to sets with positive measure. Thus, the following proposition yields a separation of effective random
{0,1}N-advice andN-advice:

Proposition 21. PC{0,1}N is not computable withN-advice.

Proof. Let (Un)n∈N be a universal Martin Löf test on{0,1}N, and consider the set{0,1}N \U1: It is
a computable element ofC ({0,1}N) and it has a measure of at least1

2. In particular, all points in this
set are random, thus, non-computable. Hence,PC{0,1}N is not non-uniformly computable. Proposition 3
completes the proof.

The reducibility results obtained so far are already sufficient to describe the relative position ofPCR

andPC{0,1}N in the Weihrauch lattice compared to various other choice principles. A|WB denotes the
incomparability ofA andB regarding Weihrauch reducibility. The results are summarized in Figure 1,
compare also [3, Figure 1] and [4, Figure 1].
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Proposition 22. CN <W PCR, C{0,1}N |WPCR, PC{0,1}N |WCN, PC{0,1}N <W PCR <W CR.

Proof. CN is reducible toPCR: The interval[n,n+0.5] is used as advice instead of{n}. CN is incompa-
rable withC{0,1}N , as shown in [4]. By transitivity,PCR cannot be reducible toC{0,1}N .

As stated in Corollary 19,PC{0,1}N is equivalent toPCI, and the latter is by inclusion reducible to
PCR. Using a homeomorphism1 between the open interval(0,1) andR, a consequence of Theorem 18
is thatPCR is computable with random{0,1}N-advice. By Theorem 20 this is false forC{0,1}N , showing
thatC{0,1}N cannot be reducible toPCR.

Finally, Corollary 21 impliesPC{0,1}N �W CN. The remaining statements follow via transitivity.

While C{0,1}N basically is Weak Königs Lemma,PC{0,1}N is called Weak Weak Königs Lemma
(WWKL0) in reverse mathematics ([20], [7]). In the framework of reverse mathematics, several result
from measure theory turn out to be equivalent toWWKL0. As many of these are not existence theorems
(e.g. additivity for some measure), they do not have counterparts as multi-valued partial functions, and
cannot be treated in the framework of computability theory.Exceptions, however, are Vitali’s Covering
Theorem and a form of the Lebesgue monotone convergence theorem ([19]).

The latter cannot be Weihrauch equivalent toPC{0,1}N , as every restriction of the Lebesgue conver-
gence theorem is single-valued, and the Weihrauch degree ofPC{0,1}N does not contain any single-valued
functions. Moreover, every single-valued function on computable metric spaces that is computable with
effective{0,1}N-advice is already computable, as shown in [5].

Vitali’s Covering Theorem turns out to be computable, if e.g. formulated for intervals. The proof of
[7, Lemma 5.3] has already algorithmic nature,WWKL0 is only used to show that the algorithm actually
works. As our framework allows the unrestricted use of classical mathematics to prove correctness of
algorithms, Vitali’s Covering Theorem is not Weihrauch equivalent toPC{0,1}N .

7 Advice and Computational Complexity

Expressing computational models such as Finitely RevisingType-2 Machines or Non-deterministic Type-
2 Machines in terms of computation with certain advice opensa way to define computational complexity
in these models:

Definition 23. Let f be computable with(Z,A )-advice. Define the complexity off with (Z,A )-advice
as the minimal complexity of a functionF witnessing the computability off with (Z,A )-advice.

Identical definitions are assumed for all kinds of additional restrictions. In order to fill Definition
23 with life, we have to specify what computational complexity is meant to be, and to show that such a
minimal complexityis a somehow well-defined concept.

Rather than attempting to fulfill this task in general, we refer to [18] for an introduction to complexity
theory regarding computable metric spaces; and continue tostudy two specific cases, where interesting
results can be obtained with a minimum of technical involvement.

If we restrict our attention to total single-valued functions f : {0,1}N →{0,1}N, the time complexity
of a function f computed by a Type-2 MachineM is defined as:

τ f
M(k) := max

p∈{0,1}N
{n∈ N | M needsn steps to produce the firstk bits of f (p)}

1Note that this homeomorphism does not map closed subsets ofR to closed subsets of[0,1] and hence it cannot be used to
provePCR ≡W PCI.
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Figure 1: Choice principles in the Weihrauch lattice
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As Cantor space is compact andf total, this maximum always exists. As in the classical case,the
complexity is a functionτ : N→ N, which allows us to define complexity classes such asP via:

FP := { f : {0,1}N →{0,1}N | ∃M ∃c,d ∈ N ∀k∈N τ f
M(k)≤ ckd}

As we will demonstrate now, we can also defineNP, using the equivalence of non-deterministic
Type-2 machines (with alphabet{0,1}) to computation with effective{0,1}N-advice. We have already
seen that, in contrast to the classical case, a non-deterministic Type-2 Machine is more powerful than a
deterministic one; seemingly rendering any comparison of complexity classes futile.

However, the situation here is somewhat similar to the studyof non-determinism in the BSS-model
([2]): As long as functions are considered, non-deterministic BSS-machines are far more powerful than
deterministic BSS-machines. A simple example is the function x 7→ √

x, more complicated ones are
exhibited in [16]. However, when only decision problems areconcerned, problems decidable in non-
deterministic polynomial time are also decidable in deterministic time. Whether or not polynomial de-
terministic time is sufficient is an ongoing research topic.

In our case, the extra power of non-determinism over some finite alphabet can only be used for
multi-valued functions: Any single-valued function computable with effective{0,1}N-advice is already
computable as a consequence of [5, Corollary 8.8]. Thus, we proceed to defineFNP, exploiting the
equivalence of{0,1}N and{0,1}N×{0,1}N:

FNP :=

{
f : {0,1}N →{0,1}N | ∃g∈ FP, ∃computableA : {0,1}N → C ({0,1}N)

∀p∈ {0,1}N ∀r ∈ A(p) f (p) = g(〈p, r〉)

}

Problem 24. Is FP= FNP?

Unlike the corresponding questions in the classical Turingmachine model or the BSS-machines, a
negative answer is readily obtained by the following lemma:

Lemma 25. FNP= { f : {0,1}N →{0,1}N | f is computable}

Proof. The inclusion⊆ was already stated, we will proceed to show the⊇-direction. Thus, we letf
be any computable functionf : {0,1}N → {0,1}N. ThenF : {0,1}N → C ({0,1}N) defined viaF(x) =
{ f (x)} is also computable. Therefore,π2 : {0,1}N ×{0,1}N → {0,1}N defined viaπ2(x,y) = y is a
witness for the computability with effective{0,1}N-advice of f . It is straight-forward to realizeπ2 ∈
FP.

Corollary 26. FP 6= FNP

In order to prevent this rather disappointingly easy result, it would be necessary to take the complexity
needed to compute the setsAx from x into account. However, this would only apply to advice spaces such
asC, R, N, but exclude finite advice spaces.

For finite spaces, however, Definition 23 appears to exhibit nicer properties. In particular, access to
finite advice does not influence the complexity of an already computable functionf : {0,1}N →{0,1}N.
This stems from the fact that finite advice cannot be used to circumvent the computation off (x), as one
of the valuesg(x,1), g(x,2), . . . has to be identical to it.

With this, we have added a powerful argument to the ones listed in [23, Remark 7]: Computation with
discrete advice, intended as a theory of non-uniform complexity, is compatible with uniform complexity.
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8 Additional Examples

In the introduction we claimed that the interplay of Weihrauch reducibility and computability with advice
can make proofs easier in both directions. To fortify our claim, we will give a few exemplary proofs,
mainly of results presented originally in [23].

First, we consider the problemLLPO :⊆ {0,1}N × {0,1}N ⇒ {0,1} defined via dom(LLPO) =
{(x0,x1) | |{(i,n) ∈ {0,1} ×N | xi(n) = 1}| ≤ 1} and i ∈ LLPO(x0,x1), if xi = 0N. The n-fold prod-
uct of LLPOwith itself shall be denoted asLLPOn.

Proposition 27. LLPOn is not computable with{1, . . . ,n−1}-advice2

Proof. As all involved spaces admit injective representations, ifLLPOn were computable with{1, . . . ,n−
1}-advice, thenLLPOn would also admit a choice function that is computable with{1, . . . ,n− 1}-
advice. NowLPOn is reducible to each choice function ofLLPOn, thus,LPOn would be computable
with {1, . . . ,n− 1}-advice. Finally,LPOn is equivalent toLPOn, and the latter was shown not to be
computable with{1, . . . ,n−1}-advice in [17].

While LLPOn is of rather technical interest only, we can use this result to reprove a result from [23].
For that, define

SEIGENn :⊆ Rn×n
⇒ R

whereA ∈ dom(SEIGENn), iff A is symmetric, andv ∈ SEIGENn(A), iff v is an eigenvector ofA with
||v||= 1. [23, Theorem 42] states that SEIGENn is not computable with{1, . . . ,⌊logn⌋−1}-advice. This3

also follows from the following:

Proposition 28. LLPOn ≤W SEIGEN2n.

Proof. First, we showLLPO≤W SEIGEN2. For that, we use the matrices

A=

(
1 0
0 2

)
B=

(
0 1
1 0

)

We can consider the input toLLPO to be real numbers rather than elements in Cantor space, thus, if

we want to solveLLPO(x,y), we apply SEIGEN2 to xA+ yB. If the result is neither±
(

1
0

)
nor

±
(

0
1

)
, theny was not 0, thus 0 is a correct answer forLLPO(x,y). If the result of SEIGEN2 is neither

±2−0.5

(
1
1

)
nor ±2−0.5

(
1
−1

)
, thenx was not 0, thus 1 is a correct answer forLLPO(x,y). This

completes the first reduction.
For the second step, simply observe SEIGENn×SEIGENm≤W SEIGENnm. When searching for some

eigenvector of the matricesA andB, find an eigenvectoru
⊗

v of A
⊗

B instead, and return the pair(u,v).
Here,

⊗
denotes the tensor product (or the Kronecker product), see e.g. [13, Chapter 13], in particular

Theorem 13.12.

2Already{1, . . . ,n}-advice is sufficient, as is the case forLPOn. ForLPOn, the number of inputs equal to 0N is sufficient to
determine which inputs are 0N.

3Given that our notion corresponds to weak advice in the termsof [23], our negative result is actually even stronger.
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As [23, Theorem 42] further states that SEIGENn is computable with{1, . . . ,⌊logn⌋}-advice, Propo-
sition 28 is optimal.

Another example can be obtained via reduction fromMLPOn. We will defineMLPOn :⊆ Rn
⇒

{1, . . . ,n} via i ∈ MLPOn(x1, . . . ,xn), if xi = 0. With that, we haveMLPO2 ≡W LLPO. Using results
from [17], one can obtain thatMLPOn is not computable with{1, . . . ,n−1}-advice.

The problem to be considered is LinEqnm defined in [23, Theorem 35], which given somen×m-
matrix A with rankA ≤ min{n,m− 1}, produces a vectorv ∈ Rm\ {0} with Av= 0. The part of the
result relevant for us is that LinEqnm is not computable with{1, . . . ,min{n,m− 1}− 1}-advice. The
most interesting case ism= n+1, and also covered by the following:

Proposition 29. MLPOn+1 ≤W LinEqn,n+1 for d = n= m−1.

Proof. Let (x1, . . . ,xn+1) be the argument forMLPOn+1. Construct then× (n+1)-matrix A via Aii = xi

andAi,i+1 = xi+1 for 1≤ i ≤ n, andAkl = 0 else. Apply LinEqn,n+1 to A to obtain a vectorv 6= 0∈Rn+1.
Search for an indexi of a non-zero component ofv.

Assumexi 6= 0. Because we havexi−1vi−1 + xivi = 0, alsoxi−1 6= 0 follows (providedi > 1), in
the same way, we can concludexi+1 6= 0 (providedi ≤ n). By iterating this, we obtainx j 6= 0 for all
1≤ j ≤ n+1, a contradiction to the assumption that(x1, . . . ,xn+1) is in the domain ofMLPOn+1. Thus,
xi = 0 must be true, andi is a valid output.
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